[Prediction of Greenhouse Cucumber Disease Based on Chlorophyll Fluorescence Spectrum Index].
The occurrence of greenhouse vegetable diseases and its epidemic seriously affect the production and management of facility agriculture, which greatly reduce the economic benefits of facility agriculture. In order to achieve nondestructive and accurate prediction of greenhouse vegetable diseases, this paper taking cucumber downy mildew disease as the research object, constructed spectrum characteristic index by using chlorophyll fluorescence induced by laser and established the prediction model of greenhouse vegetable diseases. In this paper, the experiment used comparative analysis method. The healthy leaves of the crops were inoculated with the pathogen spores, the spectrum curves of four groups of test samples: healthy, 2 d inoculated, 6 d inoculated and the ones with obvious symptoms were collected; then qualitative analysis was given to the variation regulation of the fluorescence intensity with the leaf samples infected with the pathogen spores. The chlorophyll fluorescence spectrum index k1=F685/F512 and k2=F734/F512 were created by using the peak and valley values of different bands. According to the range of values, set k1=20 and k2=10 as the characteristic value to judge the sample with obvious symptoms or with no obvious symptoms, and the accuracy rate of the judgment was 96% and 94% respectively. Based on spectrum index created and the classification results of sample health status, we selected the spectrum index F685/F512, F685-F734, F715/F612 to determine the health status of the sample and selected spectrum index F685/F512, F734/F512, F685-F734, F715/F612 as the inputs of quantitative analysis model. Regarding classification accuracy of prediction set as the evaluation criteria, we compared three data modeling methods: discriminant analysis, BP neural network and support vector machine. The results showed that the forecasting ability can reach 91.38% when the support vector machine was used as the modeling method for predicting the downy mildew disease. Use the method with chlorophyll fluorescence induced by laser to construct spectrum index to study the prediction of plant diseases, which has a good classification and identification effect.